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Particle tracking model
In the lagrangian approach trajectories of particles are explicitly integrated: deterministic (mean flow) and non-
deterministic (turbulence) physical processes are simulated; of a large number of particles is necessary to achieve 
statistical sigificance
stochastic term ∝ atmospheric turbulence

Concentration is computed 
● by counting the number of particles in each of the cells in which the 
domain is divided
● with kernel method which requires a lower number of particles and 
interpolates results (problems over very complex topography)

Boundary conditions
● to simulate null flux at the surface 
geometric reflection is used; the particle 
is stopped to simulate deposition

Lagrangian modelling



σu,v,w  are given by measurement, experimental formulations or 
through the Monin Obukhov similarity theory: σ=f(z, zi, u*)

dr = pseudorandom number with 0 mean and variance = 1
u = particle velocity
dt = integration time step

Mathematical formulation 
(1)"1 equation" model 

(Raupach, 1982)
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σu,w,w  and TL  are given by 
measurement, experimental 
formulations or through the Monin 
Obukhov similarity theory: 
σu,w,w~u*; TL=f(z, zi, u*)

ax,y,z = acceleration

dr = pseudorandom number with 0 mean and variance = dt
U,V,W = mean eulerian velocity
u,v,w = particle velocity
σu,w,w= eulerian velocity root mean square
dt = integration time step
TL = lagrangian time scale 

"2 equations" model 
(Thomson, 1987)

Mathematical formulation 
(2)
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comparison between "2 equation" lagrangian 
model and the "1 equation" lagrangian model 
(equivalent to the "constant K" eulerian 
assumption)

● in the 1st case the memory of the initial condition 
is lost gradually
● in the 2nd case particles immediately switch to the 
eulerian flow field velocity

The near field diffusion process

TL  is the lagrangian time scale = the time after which the 

particle “forgets” its original velocity condition.

The lagrangian approach is able to reproduce well the short 
range diffusivity variability (for t < TL the assumption σ2=2Kt 

is not true)

In order to achieve a sufficient resolution in the trajectory, a 
time integration step dt<<TL has to be used.



● A lagrangian particle model is able to simulate both stationary and 
non-stationary emission sources.
● The number of released particles is proportional to the emission, 
i.e each particle “carries” 1 mass unit

Simulating the emission

When simulating a continuous release a certain number
of particle have to be left into the flow field, with a
time step satisfying the relationship ∆ x = u ∆ tr < L

● ∆x = travel distance of the barycentre of the particles at each 
release step
● U = mean velocity of the flow field at the release point
● ∆tr = release time step
● L = characteristic dimension of the released puff after ∆tr



Global or local approach?

● Global = averaged over a large volume (suitable for simple geometry and boundary conditions)
● Local = estimate of diffusivity is performed over each cell of the DEM ->more generalizable (same approach used by 
diagnostic meteorological model for other quantities): spatial/time variation of solar radiation -> atmospheric stability varies 
accordingly

Procedure:
● computation of global radiation (depending on time of day, lat, 
lon...)
● correction with aspect and exposition

● computation of net radiation (Holtslag & Van Ulden, 1983) 

● computation of sensible heat flux

● computation of u* and LMO (Panofsky & Dutton, 1984)

● computation of local profiles of Kz through similarity laws

Estimating diffusivity (1)

different 
atmospheric

stability



07:00 
22/07/2002

Rg without correction 
(constant in space)

Kz [m
2/s] (z = 3m)Qh [W/m2] Rg [W/m2] 

 Estimating
 diffusivity 
(2)

spatial variation of Kz 
depending on
spatial variation of Rg 

shadowed area -> 
lower turbulence

irradiated area -> 
higher turbulence

time variation of Kz 
evidenced at valley 
sides



12:00 
22/07/2002

Rg without correction 
(constant in space)

Kz [m
2/s] (z = 3m)Qh [W/m2] Rg [W/m2] 

 Estimating
 diffusivity 
(2)



17:00 
22/07/2002

Rg without correction 
(constant in space)

Kz [m
2/s] (z = 3m)Qh [W/m2] Rg [W/m2] 

 Estimating    
  diffusivity 
(2)



Comparison with observed data

Cloudy day Sunny day

Good agreement of measured and estimated global radiation data

Comparison between computed 
and measured turbulent diffusivity

(sonic anemometer)

Sensible 
heat flux

Eddy diffusivity

The local approach reproduces the time shift in Qh and Kz cycle at valley sides



Lagrangian modelling:
application to the area
of Bolzano

South view

East view

Plan view

Results (1)
night time day time

● compact plume in stable 
conditions
● in unstable conditions plume is 
spread both in horizontal and 
vertical direction



● the lagrangian model is able to simulate accurately 
the short range diffusion (in this case ∝ 100 m)

● application to dispersion modelling in valleys over 
domain with spatial extension ∝ 10 km

● pollutant exiting the domain is no longer re-inserted 
after wind direction rotation -> the domain must be 
large enough to contain nearly the whole mass 
released during the entire simulation

● a high resolution DEM is needed to simulate the 
orographic influence on dispersion processes

Results (2)

example: 1h time-step simulation

example: ground level 
concentration



● Pollution at ground level near the source is strongly related to the traffic daily cycle

● The vertical turbulent diffusivity should be accurately estimated especially in the open spaces
(e.g. squares, parks...) where there is no mechanical mixing

● The model is reliable only if detailed description of the buildings and of the sources are available

● The area of influence of each street in term of pollution is limited to distances of 10 - 100 m

● The model is not applicable in case of strong wind:
in the latter case canyoning effects are no more negligible

● The presence of buildings has been accounted for,
 but the short range issue is still open

A smaller scale model is 
needed to investigate 
these issues more
accurately

Considerations



The flow perpendicular to street axis is considered, in order to investigate:

● the canyoning effects
● the short range diffusion
(length scale ~ street width)

Urban pollution: looking at the "street scale" 
by means of lagrangian modelling

wind

When the flow field is perpendicular to street 
axis, recirculation and canyoning effects arise 
(Oke, 1987)

Two zones can be individuated and the flow is 
estimated with two different methods



Bottema's model (1997) is used to estimate the extension of the recirculation zones Lr, 
depending on the mean flow and the geometric characteristics of the buildings: Lr = f(U, ω , H, 
S)
ω  = width of the building; H = height of the building; S = width of the street

The flow field

Flow field estimate: procedure

1) A “first trial” flow field is computed using the wind 
profile u=u1*(z/z1)

n  modified by buildings imposing on 
each vertical column in the external layer the mass 
conservation

2) Using the the Harlow and Hotchkiss model (1973)
the u and w field is estimated inside the canyon:
u, w = f(Ua, S, H); external velocity Ua  has a “drag 

effect” on the below air mass, inducing a circulation

3) The u, w mean flow field is adjusted minimizing 
divergence on the whole domain, in order to satisfy 
continuity at the interface between the two zones Emission cells “ Open” flow field

Recirculation zoneBuildings



Test simulation

Test case: three canyon streets characterized by the 
same emission factor (=same traffic daily cycle).

1) Unstable case

High wind speed Low wind speed

4) Different wind direction 3) Stable case

High wind speed Low wind speed

2) Neutral case

High wind speed Low wind speed

Sheltering effects and trapping of 
pollutants inside the street in the 
leeward direction is shown and 
is confirmed by various field 
measurements (Rotach, 1997) 
and laboratory experiments 
(Barlow et al., 2003)



Conclusion

Characteristics of lagrangian scheme

● is able to reproduce the short range diffusivity variability (for t < TL the assumption σ2=2Kt is not true)
● doesn't undergo numerical stability limitation; the only potential numerical problem is accuracy, 
related to the number of simulated particles (statistical significance)
● needs accurate input data (lagrangian scheme is quite precise only if meteo and turbulence input 
data are resolved enough)
● is suitable for short term simulations due to high request of computational resources

Overall considerations

● simple models are often used "general purpouse", although developed under restrictive hypothesis, 
but simplified models (flat uniform terrain) are not always reliable over complex topography 
● sophisticated models at suitable scale are needed for particular cases to achieve reliable results
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